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Foreword 
 
Rail passengers are increasingly using social media to talk about their train journeys, 
share information when there is disruption, receive information about how trains are 
running, communicate with train companies, and complain about services. With many 
train companies operating a Twitter account and/or having a Facebook page, a vast 
amount of information can be collected via these channels and others such as blogs 
and forums. 
 
Transport Focus is interested in using social media as a new way of understanding 
passengers’ opinions of train operating companies (TOCs). Looking at the volume of 
posts with hashtags or handles of the specified TOCs and sentiment of posts, it is 
possible to start to measure passenger satisfaction and sentiment. These two social 
media research projects were pilot studies to explore social media as a research tool. 
In particular the second report, Using social media to measure passenger satisfaction 
with their train company – February to April 2015, has been used to develop our 
thinking on how best to use social media monitoring to complement more traditional 
research in the future.   
 
Social media report on December 2014 train disruption, looks specifically at the 
disruption at King’s Cross and Finsbury Park Station that took place on the 27 
December 2014. The Using social media to measure passenger satisfaction with 
their train company – February to April 2015 report looks at sentiment of posts across 
selected TOCs comparing the results with our National Rail Passenger Survey 
scores and also looks at the accuracy of automated coding of emotions on social 
media.       
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Key findings
• The disruption on 27 December 2014 was first  announced around 4pm on Boxing Day, with Great Northern Rail being one of the 

first train operating companies (TOCs) informing of the unexpected disruption. The hashtag #KingsCrossTrains quickly became a 

reference to the issue with hundreds of passengers using it. On the morning of the 27 December news items were widely shared.

• Overall, many passengers complained about the lack of information with claims about unclear or contradicting information given by 

TOCs and station staff, especially at Finsbury Park. Passengers who contacted TOCs on Twitter appeared to receive faster, more 

reliable information than from staff onsite. TOC websites were reported to be unhelpful by many users.

• Some passengers that could come up with an alternative travel plan decided to do so, others decided to postpone their trip. There 

were high volumes of criticism around overcrowded trains and passengers being trapped inside when the trains were not moving 

due to busy tracks. Passengers complained that they were not offered water or food during the long waiting hours.

• Network Rail generated high volumes of criticism and was named responsible for the situation. The company was very quiet on 

social media during the disruption day which had a negative impact on its reputation. Some disgruntled passengers showed 

indignation over reports around the salary bonus for Network Rail’s chief executive. Social media users urged the Transport Minister 

and other government officials to give a public explanation of the disruption.

• The disruption boosted the debate over whether the rail service should be renationalised with some social media users blaming poor 

management during the crisis on the privatisation of British Rail, personified by vocal support of the #BringBackBritishRail campaign.

• Compensation and refunds are currently (January 2015) the main topic on Twitter using #KingsCrossTrains as during the 

disruption, passengers were more worried about resolving their journey as quickly as possible.
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• The most mentioned TOC was East Coast accounting for 43 per cent share of voice amongst TOCs (including Network 

Rail). East Coast also garnered the largest volume of negative content during the period, with 29 per cent of posts being 

unfavourable. During 27 December, East Coast posted 541 items and was mentioned 2,692 times across the Twitter 

sphere.

• National Rail was also very active on Twitter, generating 583 posts and receiving 1,025 mentions during 27 December. 

Meanwhile, Network Rail only tweeted 10 times but was mentioned at least 1,236 times. Other TOCs saw their volumes 

increase during the disruption as they were contacted by affected passengers seeking information. 

Mentions of TOCs and stations

* Volumes based on our analysed sample – 26th to 28th Dec. Other includes mentions of Virgin Trains (1), Govia
(1), East Midlands (1) and Hull Trains (1).
** Volumes based on text searches across the whole dataset from 26 to 28 Dec. May contain duplicate posts. Other 
includes mentions to Peterborough (424), Stevenage (156) and Waterloo (51).
We ran separate searches on the relevant Twitter handles to track their activity during 27 Dec.

Legend: Positive Balanced Neutral Negative



Type of author and location of passengers

Volumes based on our analysed sample - 26th to 28th Dec.

• All kinds of individuals (family, friends and the general public) including passengers were the most prolific authors of posts. 

The majority of social media users shared the news, engaging negatively by re-tweeting media-generated items. 

• The share of actual passengers tweeting in relation to their journey was slightly lower. Those intending to travel 

approached the relevant TOC to find out their travel possibilities or in some cases, to plan alternative journeys/travel dates. 

Those passengers stuck in trains or stations broadcasted their frustration over the severe delays, lack of information or 

overcrowding, particularly at Finsbury Park: “hi @ Finsbury Park can you pls advise next train to Cambridge, station staff 

doing their best but total lack of clear info thanks”.

Legend: Positive Balanced Neu0tral Negative



Topics

Lack of Info 2%
Giving Info 2%
Fares 1%
Tickets > 1%
Refunds > 1%
Opinion on TOC > 1%
Other > 1%Legend: Positive Balanced Neutral Negative

Proportion based on our analysed sample - 26 to 28 Dec.



Topics

Customer experience was another key driver of content with
people broadcasting their experience from inside a train or at a
station. Many passengers complained of poor information after
having to put up with long delays. The situation was worst at
Finsbury Park with criticism on how the disruption was managed.

Delays were mentioned by many passengers adding little or
no context around the situation. Many of them used Twitter
to vent their frustration while others contacted their TOC to
ask for updates on whether their train had been cancelled.

Legend: Positive Balanced Neutral Negative

Volumes based on our analysed sample – 26 to 28 Dec.

The majority of social media coverage during the
disruption period consisted of news sharing by
individuals (negative engagement), media outlets and
Twitter news feeds (neutral), with most individuals re-
tweeting posts by prominent media handles such as
@BBCNews and @SkyNewsBreak. Posts shared by
individuals often included a personal comment.



Verbatim

News driven

Customer experience

Delays

Fares

Privatisation

Government

Investigation

Lack of information

Management

Opinion on TOC

Organic Post

Refund

Seeking information

Tickets

Updates



-2 -1 0 +1 +2

Very dissatisfied
Moderately 
dissatisfied

Neither
Moderately 

satisfied
Very satisfied

Score -2 -1 0 +1 +2 Total

No. posts 42 113 147 3 0 305

% of total 13.77% 37.05% 48.20% 0.98% 0% 100%

Passenger level of satisfaction
Score: -0.63

• We assigned a numerical value (score) to each post containing any indication of passenger level of satisfaction, 

being -2 correlated to the highest level of dissatisfaction and +2 to the highest level of satisfaction.  

• The mark on top of the scale above shows  the calculation of customer satisfaction (-0.63) based on 305 posts 

containing signs of passenger satisfaction within our sample. 



Level of satisfaction: verbatim

Very dissatisfied (-2) Moderately dissatisfied (-1) Neither (0) Moderately satisfied (+1) Very satisfied (+2)



Channel breakdown and disruption Twitter stats

Top 5 retweeted authors Number of RT

@eastcoastuk 196

@bbcnews 140

@skynewsbreak 132

@skynews 131

@bbcbreaking 64

Top 5 hashtags No. used

#kingscrosstrains 1,547

#kingscross 186

#finsburypark 128

#london 116

#greateranglia 59

Author Top 5 tweets/RT by reach Reach

@BBCBreaking
Rail regulator to investigate disruption to passengers at London stations caused by overrunning 
engineering work  http://t.co/qm7UJmlGKW 12,687,082 

@BBCNews King's Cross trains cancelled for day http://t.co/yeuekRjqVW
8,276,324 

@BBCBreaking
Rail regulator to investigate disruption to passengers at London stations caused by overrunning 
engineering work  http://t.co/qm7UJmlGKW 3,725,861 

@BBCLondonNews King's Cross trains cancelled on Saturday http://t.co/MqyVOp3Bsk http://t.co/5ACjuoMdHg
3,582,640 

@BBCNews
Sunday's #BBCPapers review: Queen's Guard "terror threat", rail "chaos" and honours tips 
http://t.co/YeFVrHG44B http://t.co/idDqvmR7Cq 3,537,450 

Top 5 prolific authors No. of posts

NATIONALRAILENQ 109

RAILGREEN 90

RAILWAYINFO_ 90

EASTCOASTUK 84

THELEGALLAB 78

Count of unique authors 6,500

Stats based on data from 26 to 28 December focussing on content around disruption only.



Considerations
• Information and misinformation was a key driver of negative sentiment. During a disruption it would be beneficial for passengers to 

have a single point of reliable information. Station staff also need to be kept up to date with the right information.

• As the main cause of disruption was a delay in planned engineering works the lack of activity from Network Rail had a negative 

impact on itsreputation. The role of Network Rail, TOCs and National Rail around disseminating information during disruptions on 

this scale should be reviewed as information today is shared quickly, far and wide.

• Consider contingency plans for passengers stuck on trains to provide food and water during the long waiting hours..



Methodology

Searchstring Search terms Filters

Disruption

"disruption service"~5, "disruption trains"~5, "finsbury park", "king's cross", "kings cross", 
"kingscross", "kingscrosstrains", "overruning", "rail chaos"~4, "rail disruption"~4, "service 
disruption"~4, "train chaos"~4, "train delayed"~4, "train delays"~4, "train disruption"~4, "trains 
delayed"~4

• By language (EN)
• By region (UK)

East Coast “eastcoastuk”, “@eastcoastuk”
• By language (EN)
• By region (UK)

National Rail “nationalrailenq”, “@nationalrailenq”
• By language (EN)
• By region (UK)

Network Rail “networkrail”, “@networkrail”
• By language (EN)
• By region (UK)

• Using frequently used keywords on the disruption and the main stations affected, we captured the volume of social 

media coverage from a period between 24 December and 3 January. The data used for the report focussed on the key

days of the disruption, from 26 to 28 December.

• We coded a sample of 400 posts during this period, looking at sentiment, level of satisfaction, topic, type of post, type of 

author, mention of TOC, mention of station and location of passenger. 

• Due to the nature of the topic, content was split into news driven posts and comments from individuals. Negative news

that was shared by individuals was coded as negative, updates and news shared by media outlets were coded neutral. 

Posts from individuals only were coded for levels of satisfaction.
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Background:

• Rail passengers are increasingly using social media to talk about their train journeys, share information when there
is disruption, receive information about how trains are running, communicate with train companies and complain
about services. With many train companies operating a Twitter account and/or having a Facebook page, a vast
amount of information can be collected via these channels and others such as blogs and forums.

• Transport Focus carries out a lot of research each year with rail passengers, and would like to understand if social
media analysis should be a part of this. Transport Focus are interested in:

• what rail passengers are saying about their travel experiences on social media

• how we can link this up with existing research, and

• if/how we could use social media research in the future.

• The surveys Transport Focus are most interested in comparing with social media feedback, are the National Rail
Passenger Survey (NRPS) and ‘Passengers’ relationship with the rail industry’.

Objectives:

• To understand the effectiveness of social media research in measuring passenger opinions and satisfaction on rail
travel.

• Understand if/how feedback from social media differs from the NRPS.

• Explore who uses social media to talk about rail travel and how representative they are.

• Evaluate results to understand if there is merit in using social media research for future projects and whether
Transport Focus should use it alongside a research project or on its own.

Background and objectives
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Methodology

TOC Search terms

Chiltern Railways
@chilternrailway OR "chiltern railway“ OR "chiltern railways“OR "chilternrailway“ OR 
"chilternrailways"

First Capital Connect "@firstcc“ OR "firstcapitalconnect“ OR "firstcc"

Southeastern #southeastern OR "@se_railway“ 

Virgin Trains @virgintrain OR "virgin trains” OR "virgintrain” OR "virgintrains“ 

Arriva Trains Wales @arrivatw, "arriva trains wales", "arrivatrainswales"

First Great Western @fgw, "first great western", "firstgreatwestern"

Northern @northernrailorg, "northern rail", "northernrail"

• Using keywords frequently used by passengers for each train operating company (TOC) we captured all the relevant
content from the 2nd February – 13th April 2014.

• Removing news posts and posts from TOCs we coded a sample of 350 mentions from passengers of each TOC during
this period.

• Each mention was coded for level of satisfaction (-2 to +2), sentiment, key driver, type of post and passenger type. The
overall satisfaction / trust scores are weighted averages:

Mentions (satisfied/not satisfied) or (Trust/ No Trust) x by score given (-2/+2)

All mentions coded for satisfaction or trust
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Context around the analysis 
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Context of the study
• Observation dates 2 February to 13 April 2014 

Weather

Due to weather conditions and disruption, passengers are more active on
social media as they seek the information they need.

Huge waves battering 
the Cornish coast (Link)

Hurricane-force winds 
batter England and 
Wales (Link)

Twitter

Source: Radian 6 and BBC News UK

Social media users opinions vs other content.

Energy 
Companies

Entertainment

Industry

International 
Railways

Telecom 
Companies

OPINIONS
News & other 

sharing

95% 5%

75% 25%

90% 10%

98% 2%

TOCs 70% 30%

Source: Precise Media

• Between the 2 February to 13 of April, winter storms hit the UK resulting in flood damage to railways.
During the period 11 – 17 February passengers used social media to seek and share information or
complain more so than normal.

• Across various industries social media is mainly used to share opinions.

• Customers often take to Twitter to get quick answers and publicly share “in the moment” experiences
(positive and negative). For TOCs and other essential services this data set can contain higher
proportions of complaints and negative comments when compared to service providers from other
sectors or other data sets.
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Does feedback from social 
media differ from the NRPS
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Results: NRPS and social media scores
• NRPS and Social Media Passenger Satisfaction Scores: 2 February to 13 April 2014  

• An analysis of comments from passengers in social media shows similar results and some differences to the National Rail Passenger Survey
(NRPS).

• Chiltern Railways and Virgin Trains were the best performers on both the NRPS survey and social media research.

• Southeastern was the worst performer on the NRPS and also performed poorly on social media.

• Arriva performed well on the NRPS but performed poorly on social media. This could be explained by the higher proportion (slide 30) of younger
passengers, who are more active on social media and may be more prone to using social media as a platform for complaining or reporting issues.

• The language and tone used by passengers of Southeastern and Arriva Trains Wales (Arriva TW) was more aggressive and vitriolic compared
to other TOCs. Passengers of Southeastern and Arriva TW appear to have lost trust in the service and the brand.

• Chiltern Railway and Virgin Train passengers reported more positive experiences with passengers often thanking and praising the TOC for the
service, experience and responsiveness.

NRPS Spring 2014 
Net Satisfaction

Chiltern 89%

Virgin 86%

Arriva 77%

Northern 73%

FGW 72%

FCC 68%

Southeastern 60%

Social Media
Satisfaction

Chiltern 0.14

Virgin -0.03

FCC -0.55

Northern -0.62

FGW -0.78

Southeastern -1.05

Arriva -1.1

Social Media
Net Sentiment

Chiltern -7

Virgin -17

FGW -32

Northern -49

FCC -49

Arriva -64

SE -68

Source: sample of 350 passenger comments manually coded for each TOC. 
Sample size selected based on a 95% confidence level and 5% margin of error.

Source: NRPS Spring 2014
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• Overall satisfaction per TOC: 2 February to 13 April 2014 

Levels of satisfaction per TOC
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Social media research: key drivers
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• Key topics and share of satisfaction across all TOCs: 2 February to 13 April  2014

Key topics across all TOCs

Volumes too low for 
satisfaction breakdown

Punctuality / reliability was the key topic
of passenger conversation recording
high levels (75%) of dissatisfaction.
Seeking information was also prominent.
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Key topics per TOC
• Top 5 topics per TOC and satisfaction per driver:  2 February to 13 April  2014
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Social media research: 
passengers satisfaction and trust
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Methodology:
Brand focussed mentions, satisfaction/trust
Service focussed mentions, satisfaction/trust

• Brand mentions: These are when the passenger explicitly mentions the TOC and the comment could only apply to the TOC. These
comments imply the passenger trusts or does not trust the TOC. For example, “Train for 0805 delayed for 15 minutes, then cancelled, I
do not understand why we pay you @southeastern #southeasternfail”. In this case the passenger is addressing his frustration to
@southeastern.

• Service mentions: These mentions could apply to any TOC. They mention the TOC more in passing in connection with an experience
of the service they are receiving. For example, “The train is broke I will be late to work #unhappy @southeastern”. This post mentioned a
negative feeling of an experience.

• Trust /no trust: when a passenger comment implies trust or no trust in the service or the brand. When there is no mention or implication
of trust / no trust from a passenger these comments were coded as no mention.

N.B. Please see page 46 of this slide pack for a example of the trust methodology.
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Satisfaction and trust in service/brand

TOCs
Service: Satisfaction 

Score

Chiltern Railways -0.21

Virgin Trains -0.22

Northern Rail -0.40

First Capital Connect -0.43

First Great Western -0.45

Southeastern Railways -0.90

Arriva Trains -0.96

TOCs
Brand: Satisfaction 

Score

Chiltern Railways 0.47

Virgin Trains -0.04

Northern Rail -0.44

First Capital Connect -0.66

First Great Western -1.43

Southeastern Railways -1.44

Arriva Trains -1.59

TOCs Service: Trust Score

Virgin Trains -0.06

Chiltern Railways -0.06

First Capital Connect -0.24

First Great Western -0.71

Northern Rails -0.74

Southeastern Railways -0.89

Arriva Trains -0.93

TOCs Reputation Score

Chiltern Railways 0.36

Virgin Trains 0.19

First Great Western -0.54

Northern Rails -0.88

First Capital Connect -0.88

Arriva Trains -0.92

Southeastern Railways -0.97

TOCs
Social media 

Satisfaction Score

Chiltern Railways 0.14

Virgin Trains -0.03

First Capital Connect -0.55

Northern Rail -0.62

First Great Western -0.78

Southeastern Railways -1.05

Arriva Trains -1.10

• Repeated problems/negative 
experiences are the key drivers of no 
trust in TOCs. 

• Chiltern Railways and Virgin Trains 
record the highest trust and reputation 
scores.

• Southeastern and Arriva record the 
lowest trust and reputation scores. 

• Overall Scores and results per TOC: 2 February to 13 April  2014    
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*The satisfaction toward the service refers to any opinionated mention discussing the issue which would have been reported regardless of TOC’s brand name

Satisfaction and service

Drivers of satisfaction and trust for all TOCs

• The main drivers of negative opinions across all TOCs were 
punctuality/reliability,  room to sit/stand, and value for money.

• A correlation between dissatisfaction and trust can be drawn 
showing a sign of exasperation and tiredness, with 
passengers having to put up with repeated problems.

• Exasperation and frustration deepen when TOCs are 
reported to deliver a poor quality of service while fares 
increase.

• Passengers have come to expect frequent failures in service 
they receive, some even take extra precautions, for instance 
leaving home earlier to get to their destination.

An example of a dissatisfied passenger loosing trust on 
Arriva TW on the issue of value for money Most prominent keywords used words around service.

Satisfaction toward the service* delivered by all 7 TOCs: 2 February to 13 April  2014    
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Satisfaction and brand
Satisfaction and brand reputation delivered by all 7 TOCs: 2 February to 13 April  2014    

Drivers of satisfaction and trust for all TOCs

• When passengers focus their comment on a TOC levels of 
trust are significantly lower than when complaining about 
the service only.

• This was particularly apparent when passengers lost trust 
due to reliability and punctuality or simply reported their 
dissatisfaction and detraction of a TOC.

• Staff, such as drivers and station staff, are often perceived 
to be a representative of a TOC. When drivers did not 
update passengers or a station officer did not have 
information, the TOC’s reputation was called into question.

• Crowded trains also lead passengers to believe that TOCs 
do not have passengers well-being in mind.

• Prices and value for money also drove high levels of no 
trust for TOCs.

***

An example of a dissatisfied passenger accusing a 
particular TOC of “robbery”. 
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Trust and service

Repeated issues can lead to reputational damage.

• Passengers trust toward the service delivered per TOC: 2 February to13 April  2014    

Drivers of trust and no trust in service

• When commenting on a service passengers generally do not express any mention of trust.

• Repeated issues/problems around punctuality are the main drivers of no trust. For Southeastern passengers exposed to frequent delays express a 
lack of trust in the service. 

• The second driver of no trust is room to sit and stand. Arriva, Northern Rail and Southeastern passengers are frequently forced to stand because 
the TOCs provide too few carriages.

• Passengers on Virgin Trains and Chiltern Railway report higher levels of trust in their on-board experience. Virgin Trains are quick to respond to 
passengers questions and provide up-to-date, relevant and helpful information, driving trust in the service.
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*The trust toward the brand score is the number of mentions with Trust minus the number of mentions with “no trust”.  

Trust and brand
• Passengers trust toward the brand* delivered per TOC: 2 February to 13 April  2014    

Drivers of trust and no trust in brand

• When passengers are exposed to repeated 
problems they become a reputational trait of the 
TOC.

• Satisfaction in TOC and trust are closely related. 

• Chiltern Railway records the highest trust score 
(+31 points*) and Virgin Trains (+11 points). Being 
responsive and providing information updates 
were key drivers of trust for both.

• Arriva Trains (-45 points), First Capital Connect 
(-59 points) Southeastern (-61 points) and 
Northern Rails (-71 points) recorded the lowest 
trust in brand scores. Repeated issues, late trains 
and cancellation were the key drivers of no trust in 
TOCs. Passengers expressing no trust have 
come to expect failure in the basic service. 
Passengers now associate these failures directly 
with the TOC.

Words used to describe trust toward Virgin Trains 
and Chiltern Railways

Words used to express “no trust” toward First Capital 
connect, Arriva Trains, Southeastern and Virgin 

Trains
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Social media research: 
who uses social media to talk about 
rail travel?
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*Else refers to any post mentioning a TOC that is not an opinion: It includes news and their RT, TOCs handles and other  

• Social media analysis: top line volumes: 2 February to 13 April  2014

• Twitter was the main source of passenger comments on TOCs in social media. TOCs receive a high volume of messages from passengers, 
particularly during disruption as passengers seek information to plan their journey.

• FGW received the most direct messages from passengers during the period, mainly seeking information to plan their journey / booking around 
the disruption caused by the weather.

Context: Based on other research TOCs receive a high number of messages through social media compared to the
main energy suppliers. British Gas receives around 3000 per month with the highest E.ON receiving 3700 a month

@chilternrailway @VirginTrains @FGW @northernrailorg @Se_Railway @ArrivaTW @FirstCC

Volume of posts 
directed @brand

3,627 17,407 30,312 12,491 13,215 3,678 265

Unique customers 
contacting 
@brand

1,481 6,486 10,567 4,218 5,021 1,784 222

Total volume over 
period

12,910 65,469 65,535 26,056 42,809 17,779 1,162

Twitter users
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The disruption caused by the weather in February 2014 caused many passengers to take to Twitter to seek information to help them plan 
their journey. This caused Virgin Trains to receive a much higher volume of direct messages as the flooding and winds affected their 
routes.

• Social media analysis: direct mentions to handles over time 2 February to13 April  2014

Volume of messages directed to TOCs
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Passenger profiling
Overall passenger profile across all TOCs: 2 February to 13 April  2014
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Share of satisfaction and dissatisfaction by gender and age group

• 36% of passengers were found to be women, with 65% of 
them being in the age group between 18-35 years of age.

• 31% of 18-35 year old men were known to be workers 
travelling frequently to their job posts. This demographic was 
also found to be the most dissatisfied.

• Women were found to be more expressive on social media.

• 64% of passengers were found to be men, with 56% of 
them being between 18-35 years of age.

• 36% of 18-35 year old men were known to be workers 
travelling frequently to their job posts.

• This age group was also the most dissatisfied.

64% 36%

Male Female

N.B. Passenger profile data is taken only from profiles which have this information available, 
not from the total sample, refer to page 47.  
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Passenger profiling
Virgin Trains passenger profile: 2 February to 13 April  2014

Male workers between 18-35 years of age 
were likely to vent their dissatisfaction on 
social media. Virgin trains recorded the 
highest proportion of male travellers between 
35-45 years.

Females between 18-35 years of age were 
more expressive on social media, posting 
either more praise or more complaints.
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Passenger profiling
Chiltern Railways passenger profile: 2 February to 13 April  2014

Levels of satisfaction amongst men were lower 
with more frustration and less satisfaction 
across the group. Chiltern recorded the 
highest proportion of >35 year old males.

Chiltern Railway recorded the highest 
proportion of >35 year old females.
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Passenger profiling
• First Capital Connect passenger profile: 2 February to 13 April  2014

Males were more active than females in 
contacting FCC.

Female passengers used stronger language 
to express their frustration on their experience 
with FCC.
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Passenger profiling
Northern Rail passenger profile: 2 February to 13 April  2014

38% of Northern Rail passengers were over 
35.

There was a low incidence of females over 35
talking about Northern Rail.
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Passenger profiling
First Great Western passenger profile: 2 February to 13 April  2014

Few passengers over 45 commented on FGW 
on social media. FGW recorded the highest 
proportion of 35-45 year olds.

FGW recorded the highest proportion of 
female passengers.
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Passenger profiling
• Arriva Trains passenger profile 2 February to 13 April  2014

Arriva TW recorded the highest proportion of 
young passengers, mainly students

Young women were marginally more 
expressive than their male counterparts.
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Passenger profiling
• Southeastern passenger profile 2 February to 13 April  2014

Male passengers (96%) for Southeastern 
appear to be commuters, 18-45 year-old male 
workers.

Female passengers on Southeastern aged 
between 18-35 were the most vitriolic of all 
passenger types.
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Real-time monitoring 
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Overall volumes and sentiment analysis
• We manually validated a random sample of 100 items for each TOC to check the automated tools level of accuracy in

terms of sentiment. Across all four TOCs 46 per cent of items were found to be correct.

• Virgin trains recorded the highest level of similarity between automated and manual coding with 60 per cent of
automated items agreeing with the manual validation

• For Chiltern Railway there was a 50 per cen6 similarity between the automated and manual coding.

• Southeastern recorded the highest level of confusion due to passengers’ sarcasm and use of “Thank you” or similar
words to express negative opinions. The automated sentiment analysis failed to detect the tone of the complaint on 36 /
64 occasions.

• Automated tools require regular assistance and validation in order to return higher levels of accuracy.
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Conclusions and considerations
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Effectiveness of social media research in measuring passenger opinions and satisfaction on rail travel:

• By following a consistent code frame for all seven TOCs, using manual analysis on unprompted comments from
representative samples of passenger comments we were able to provide deep contextual insight and benchmark
passenger satisfaction with rail travel.

• It is important to take into consideration any events / disruption when conducting the analysis.

• Capturing and coding passengers ‘in the moment’ experiences can also reveal previously unknown insights and
provide the “why” behind poor / good performance. The language and tone differed greatly between Southeastern,
Arriva TW and the other TOCs. This is something that may not be picked up in surveys.

Understand if/how feedback from social media differs from the NRPS:

• The best and worst performing companies were largely similar on both NRPS and social media. There were some
differences with Arriva Trains Wales performing worse on social media compared to NRPS. This may be due to a
higher number of younger passengers in our sample for Arriva Trains Wales.

Explore who uses social media to talk about rail travel and how representative they are:

• Most passengers were male, aged 18-35, were in employment and were on their way to or from work. There was a
lower frequency of female passengers over 35 in our samples. Chiltern Railway recorded the highest proportion of >35
year olds and Arriva TW the lowest.

• On average (across all seven TOCs) >4,000 passengers use social media to talk about rail travel or contact their TOC
each month.

Conclusions and considerations
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Is there merit in using social media research for future projects? Should Transport Focus use it alongside a
research project or on its own?

• There is merit is using social media as a more regular barometer to understand and benchmark passenger opinions,
perhaps in-between and during the NRPS surveys.

• Social media research uses insight drawn from unprompted ‘in the moment’ experiences of passengers. This is a
different data set to survey data, when passengers are prompted to answer specific questions.

• We recommend combining social media prior to or with other research projects. Social media can be used on its own
to answer ad-hoc research questions. Social media can find previously unknown insights not captured in surveys and
help to explain the ‘why’ behind consumer sentiment, not captured on survey verbatim.

• We found real-time monitoring of TOCs, using automated sentiment and topic coding, a less useful source of insight
and accurate measurement of passenger satisfaction. Our manual validation confirmed that tools are currently not able
to interpret sarcasm, accurately categorise topics or provide context and insight. Automated sentiment agreed with our
manual coding 50-60 per cent of the time.

• If social media is to be used in future research we recommend manual analysis following a bespoke research
framework to best answer the research questions. For tracking satisfaction, key metrics such as levels of satisfaction
and net sentiment taken from samples of passenger comments, coded manually through a researcher’s lens, yield
more accurate results and can identify new insights.

Conclusions and considerations
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Appendix: 
Verbatim and methodology
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Verbatim

Very dissatisfied (-2) Moderately dissatisfied (-1) Neither (0) Moderately satisfied (+1) Very satisfied (+2)
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Verbatim

Very dissatisfied (-2) Moderately dissatisfied (-1) Neither (0) Moderately satisfied (+1) Very satisfied (+2)
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Verbatim

Very dissatisfied (-2) Moderately dissatisfied (-1) Neither (0)
Moderately satisfied 

(+1)
Very satisfied (+2)
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Verbatim

Very dissatisfied (-2) Moderately dissatisfied (-1) Neither (0)
Moderately satisfied 

(+1)
Very satisfied (+2)
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Verbatim

Very dissatisfied (-2) Moderately dissatisfied (-1) Neither (0)
Moderately satisfied 

(+1)
Very satisfied (+2)
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Verbatim

Very dissatisfied (-2) Moderately dissatisfied (-1) Neither (0) Moderately satisfied (+1) Very satisfied (+2)
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Verbatim

Very dissatisfied (-2) Moderately dissatisfied (-1) Neither (0)
Moderately satisfied 

(+1)
Very satisfied (+2)
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Methodology continued 

• First, we make a decision as to the search terms we want to 
use in order to find relevant content, taking into consideration 
the research objectives (to identify content from customers of 
each TOC in connection with their travel experience).

• Second, we decide where to look. We can access all available 
public social media content (Twitter, blogs, forums, comments, 
public Facebook content, etc.) or specific sites such as forums. 
Generally we look at the full array of social sources to assess 
their relevance to our objective before discounting any.

• Third, we retrieve our final content for the time period we set 
out. The time period for the retrospective analysis will coincide 
with the fieldwork period for the Spring National Rail 
Passenger Survey, 2 February - 13 April are a fair 
representation of each TOCs’ passengers.

• Fourth, we quantify the volumes of relevant conversations, 
removing items from TOCs, focussing on mentions from 
passengers to identify sample sizes, mixing quantitative coding 
with qualitative analysis ensuring a maximum five per cent 
margin of  error.

• Fifth, we manually code each item following a code frame that 
best meets the objectives of the research.

• Finally, we identify the insights, interpret the findings answer 
the research questions and provide recommendations and 
considerations.

Identify search terms

Identify content sources

Identify content 
for analysis

Perform content
analysis 

Interpret
findings

and
identify

insights
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Level of 
satisfaction

Customer 
type

Definition Example of words / language used Example comments

-2 Frequent Very 
dissatisfied

Useless, joke, very dissatisfied,
expletives, expressions of anger, 
disgrace, awful, despicable

@FGW why on earth am I on my third replacement bus 
service in a week. If I wanted to go on the bus I would 
have! #SortItOut

Once again on overcrowded @crosscountryuk train. 
F****** useless company in almost every respect. Again, 
no space for baggage or passengers.

-1 Leisure Moderately 
dissatisfied

Unhappy, not very impressed, 
disappointed, or reporting a problem

Disappointed @TPExpressTrains Edinburgh train 17 mins 
late seat reservations suspended two carriages short can't 
sit with daughter 

0 Frequent Neither A statement or question “When is 
next train”, is there a replacement 
service, what connections etc

@FGW What's happened to the usual direct trains from 
Cheltenham to Swindon and London early tomorrow 
morning?

+1 Leisure / 
Business

Moderately 
satisfied

Pleased, thanks @FGW great trip to London using the train - your 
departure board at Paddington needs changing it's 
Weston super Mare (no Capital S in super)

+2 Leisure / 
Business

Very satisfied Delighted, amazed, fantastic, service
could not have been better, loyal, 
great experience advocating the 
TOC.

How fantastic is Heathrow Express service? Not only free 
wifi but power points on-board too. 15mins from 
Paddington to Heathrow. Well done GREATBritain

Today I went from London to Birmingham on an air 
conditioned @chilternrailway train with wifi in under 2 
hours. Why do we need #HS2 again?

Level of satisfaction code frame
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Trust, key driver and passenger type
Example Comment Overall

Sentiment
Overall Trust Focus on Service / 

Brand
Key Driver Secondar

y driver
Score Passenger 

type

@Se_Railway Very poor 
communication from 
SouthEastern during delays at 
Charing Cross. The contempt 
for paying customers 
astounds me

Negative No Trust
(Contempt 
for paying 
customers)

Brand 
“@SE_Railway
SouthEastern”

Information
(Very poor 
communication)

Delays
(during 
delays)

-2 Frequent
Male
35-45
Professional

Well this is joyous 
@Se_Railway - it's 10.50pm -
I'm in the arse-end of nowhere 
on a train thats not moving 
with a mute driver & no 
heating.

Negative No Trust Service
“on a train”

Information
mute driver

Heating -2 Unknown

@chilternrailway would like to 
thank the driver on the 1716 
Wycombe to Haddenham 
after a long day he makes the 
journey home more enjoyable

Positive No mention Service
“thank the driver”

On Board - +1 Frequent
Female
45-55
Employed

I love getting to the station just 
as my train gets in. It's almost 
like @chilternrailway knew I 
was coming

Positive Trust
knew I was 
coming

Brand
“@chilternrailway” 

Punctuality / 
reliability
just as my train 
gets in

- +2 Frequent
Male
25-35
Young 
Professional
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Passenger type

• Data was taken from each passengers Twitter profile (where available*) to better understand the types of people
who use social media as a means of expressing their satisfaction/dissatisfaction of rail travel.

• This was done manually. The images, tone, language, context and profile of passengers were used to categorise
the age, gender and employment status of passengers.
*N.B. approximately 50 per cent of Twitter users update their profile with interests and 20 per cent with profession. 

I love getting to the station just as my train gets in. 
It's almost like @chilternrailway knew I was 
coming

Twitter Profile:
Sales Pro, NED, Sporadic Blogger, Globe Trotter, 
Arabic Speaker, Published Writer, Junk Food 
Connoisseur

Male
Young Professional
Age 25-35
Frequent 
passenger
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